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•

Goals of Program: How to Structure and Draft CC&Rs for Mixed-Use Developments

•

Setting the Stage: Significant State Variations – Highly Regulated to Non-Regulated
o

Many jurisdictions have a 1960’s condominium statute and no planned community or cooperative statute

o

24 Uniform Act jurisdictions have the Uniform Condominium Act, Uniform Planned Community Act or Uniform
Common Interest Ownership Act. Balance development flexibility with consumer protection with or without a
regulatory agency

o

Florida: 3 separate non-uniform statutes. Regulated by the Division of Florida Condominiums, Timeshares, and
Mobile Homes

o

New York: 1960’s Condominium Act (no expandable condominiums). Condominium and cooperative offerings
regulated as securities offerings by the Attorney General’s office under the Martin Act

o

California: Condominiums and planned communities regulated (micromanaged) at the state level by the DavisStirling Common Interest Development Act or the Commercial and Industrial Common Interest Development Act for
non-residential developments. Residential Common Interest Developments highly regulated by the Department of
Real Estate for consumer protection.
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Challenges of a Mixed-Use Project
Odd Couple – Residential and Commercial in one building or project
1.
2.

Divergent Interests: Mixed marriage—residential and commercial users are not always compatible!
Commercial Owners
•
Generally no interest in operating the association but want control if the documents allow the
residents to interfere with doing business
•
Want to minimize interactions with residential owners
3. Residents
• Want to minimize commercial impact on their homes
• Want to protect and maximize the value of their residences
4. Investors and Lenders – Must take their interests into account or cannot finance the project
• Want to assure lien priority, adequate maintenance, insurance and reserves for replacement
• Want notice and approval rights over major changes that affect the value of their security-takings, insurance coverage, damage and reconstruction, termination and major changes
• Mixed-use projects get more intensive underwriting due to complexity
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Commercial vs. Residential Issues
•

•
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Architectural Flexibility versus Control
•

Commercial owners need flexibility to adjust for different uses, different storefronts,
signage, office layouts as the commercial environment changes

•

Residential owners want consistency and control to avoid changes that are
perceived to reduce the market value of their homes; residential needs are
unchanging

Quality of Life versus Commercial Activities
•

Residents are concerned about early morning deliveries, trash collection, odors,
grease traps, traffic, litter and noise

•

Commercial users require deliveries early and often, generate more and different
trash, create unpleasant odors, generate foot and vehicle traffic, produce litter and
generate noise
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Basic Premise of Every Mixed-Use Project:
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1.

Interdependence of diverse users with different interests and perspectives

2.

If the whole is not greater than the sum of the parts, there is no purpose in
doing mixed-use

3.

Keys to Success:
•
Developer must balance and protect the interests of all the different uses
•
Governance documents must be clear, thorough, fair, practical and
understandable
•
Documents must thoughtfully address six critical issues with respect to
components that affect more than more owner or structure
•
Budgets are critical—include multiple years, reserves and how initial
deficits are to be funded
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Types of Mixed Use Projects
1.

Single structure with multiple integrated uses
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.

Multiple structures over a common podium or garage
•
•
•

3.

Capital One Block C Condominium in Tysons Corner, Virginia
The Wharf in Washington, D.C.
Capital Crossing in Washington, D.C.

Multiple structures on separate lots sharing common areas or amenities in a unitary development
•
•
•
•
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Time-Warner Center in New York
Water Tower Place in Chicago
Rosslyn Metro Center in Arlington, Virginia
LA Live in Los Angeles
Park & Market in San Diego
Alexandria Towers Condominium/The Jamieson Condominium in Alexandria, Virginia

Pentagon Centre Condominium, Arlington, Virginia
Lower Hill District, Pittsburgh
Huntington, Fairfax County, Virginia
Edge on Hudson, Sleepy Hollow, New York
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Determining the Structure
• Critical to analyze all alternative governance structures
• Options:
o Vertical Parcels (air rights subdivision) or Condominium
o Master Association and Subassociations
o Condominium with Subcondominiums
o Reciprocal Easement Agreement or a Shared Use and Maintenance
Agreement
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Type of Entity
• Nonprofit Corporation – typical due to liability protections; owners may or may
not be voting members. No real protection if association has ability to assess
members
• Unincorporated Association – liability protection in some states (e.g.
Pennsylvania) BUT increased owner liability in states like California
• Condominium Association – owner liability limited to an owner’s percentage
interest, but subject to assessment. In California “cloud common area” and
statutory protections may limit owner liability.
• Limited liability company – very efficient structure with a limited number of
owners and multiple subassociations. Representatives of subassociations
participate in governance, owners in subassociations do not. May be run by a
manager or a Board of Directors with officers
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Governance and Control
Who is in Charge?
• Strong master, weak subassociation
• Weak master, strong subassociation
• Affects allocations of functions – quality of maintenance, budgets,
architectural functions
• What does the master developer need to control?
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Vertical Parcels or Condominiums
Vertical Parcel Maps Can Be Complex And Create Unique Challenges
1.

Vertical Parcel Maps create building
blocks

2.

Can be very complex

3.

Longer to process/harder to change

4.

Allows greater flexibility to convey areas
within a “city block.”

5.

Complex budgeting

6.

May need multiple agreements

7.

Not all jurisdictions allow vertical
subdivisions

Vertical Parcel Map
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Condominiums versus Vertical (Airspace) Parcels: Issues
Condominiums
• Greater flexibility
• Subject to state statutes
• Residential should comply with
secondary mortgage market
guidelines
• Consumer protection agencies in
some jurisdictions

Vertical Airspace Parcels
• Fixes the Boundaries/Need lot line
adjustments or new maps to modify
• Subject to local jurisdictions except
California
• Some lenders may prefer vertical
airspace parcels
• May have a lengthier process to
obtain City or County approval
• Reduces flexibility to change
boundaries of lot lines
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Key Mixed-Use Issues
• Flexibility to develop in phases and change plans to meet the market
• Easements – vertical and horizontal
• Allocation of maintenance responsibilities
• Allocation of costs
• Insurance coverage
• Reconstruction obligations following damage or destruction
• Understanding financing and disposition requirements
• Balancing commercial versus residential Interests – fiduciary duties
• Flexibility to redevelop as uses change—amendment and termination
• Dealing with complexity
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Critical Questions for Shared Components
Questions you need to ask and answer in mixed-use documents:
1. Who owns the component?
2. Who uses the component?
3. Who maintains the component?
4. Who pays the cost of the component and how are the costs allocated?
5. Who insures the component (and rebuilds after damage)?
6. Who makes these decisions?

17
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Maintenance Allocation
• Building Structural Elements – Association versus Owners
•

Separable, accessible or indivisible?

• Master Association versus Subassociation
•
•
•
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Uniformity
Economies of scale
Control
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Sample Maintenance Responsibilities Chart
THE MIXED USE CONDOMINIUM
Maintenance Responsibilities
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I

II

III

IV

ITEMS

COMMON ELEMENTS
UNDER ASSOCIATION
RESPONSIBILITY

LIMITED COMMON ELEMENTS
UNDER
ASSOCIATION
RESPONSIBILITY

UNIT COMPONENTS UNDER
ASSOCIATION
RESPONSIBILITY

V
CERTAIN OTHER
COMPONENTS UNDER UNIT
OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY
WITHOUT RESPECT TO
OWNERSHIP OF THE
COMPONENT

Plumbing & related systems &
components thereof.

All maintenance, repair & replacement of
portions of plumbing serving more than
one unit. Water damage to common
elements or units other than the one
which is the primary source of the
problem through negligence of the
occupants of such units.

If any, same as in Column II.

Only to the extent that a
malfunction originates outside the
unit in which the malfunction
occurs or may occur.

All portions within a unit including
fixtures & appliances attached thereto.
Water damage to a unit, when the
primary source of such problem is
through the negligence of the occupants
of that unit.

Electrical & related systems &
components thereof excluding
appliances, fixtures & lights serving
only one unit.

All, in all regards.

All, in all regards, from the common
side of the unit panel.

--

All, in all regards, for items serving only
one unit and located within the unit (on
the unit side of the unit's electrical
panel, including the panel itself).

Heating, ventilating & cooling systems
& components thereof.

All, in all regards, as a common expense.

All, in all regards, serving more than
one unit, as a common expense,
except for such systems serving
more than one Commercial Unit
where the cost is a limited common
expense of the units served.

--

All, in all regards, serving only one unit.

Parking Spaces.

All surface parking spaces in all regards.

--

--

--
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Sample Maintenance Responsibilities Chart
Refuse collection system.

All, in all regards.

--

--

--

Grounds, including all paved areas and
other improvements thereon lying outside
the main walls of the building and all
underground utility systems.

All, in all regards.

--

--

Building, exterior roof, exterior vertical walls,
foundation.

All, in all regards.

--

--

--

Windows.

All which do not serve a unit, in all
regards.

All, in all regards except routine
cleaning of interior.

--

Routine interior cleaning.

Doors, main entry to units.

--

All surfaces exposed to corridor.

--

Interior of door panel interior trim.
Hardware set including lock and door
chime assembly and hinges/closure.

Balcony and terrace doors.

--

In all regards except routine
cleaning, latch mechanism and
weather-stripping.

--

Routine cleaning, latch mechanism and
weather-stripping.

Balconies, terraces, rooftop patios &
railings.

--

In all regards except routine
cleaning.

--

Routine cleaning.

Screens (balcony or terrace doors and
windows).

All which do not serve a unit, in all
regards.

--

--

All which serve the unit in all respects.
Replacements to be of same color,
grade & style.

Storage spaces

--

In all regards except routine
cleaning.

--

--
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Routine cleaning.
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Sample Maintenance Responsibilities Chart
NOTES
This chart and the titles and headings used herein are not intended to describe or encompass all maintenance functions nor to delineate all respective responsibilities
between the unit owners, severally, and the Association. The placement of responsibility under any specific column does not always accurately reflect the precise character and
nature of ownership. The appropriate sections of the Declaration determine ownership. In many cases maintenance responsibility is allocated to the Unit Owners Association to
ensure central maintenance responsibility, uniformity and quality of repair, and to protect community health and safety. Where such maintenance is required due to the negligent or
wrongful act or omission of a unit owner (or such unit owner's household, tenants, employees, agents, visitors, guests or pets), the Association will perform the necessary
maintenance at the sole expense of the unit owner.
Column I: Items. Items appearing in this column are illustrative and not exhaustive.
Column II: Common Elements Under Association Responsibility. Responsibility for determining and providing for the maintenance, repair and replacement requirements
of the common elements and determining the costs thereof shall be primarily the responsibility of the Board of Directors and such designees to which it may delegate certain such
responsibilities.
Column III: Limited Common Elements Under Association Responsibility. Responsibility for determining the maintenance, repair and replacement requirements of the
limited common elements shall be a shared responsibility between the Board of Directors and the unit owner of a unit to which a specific limited common element is exclusively
appurtenant; provided, however, that the Board shall have the final responsibility for determining the need for and accomplishing such maintenance, repair and replacement
activities.
Column IV: Unit Components Under Association Responsibility. The items in this column are legally and by definition a part of a unit but are attached or directly
connected to or associated with the common elements and common expense items in such a way that a clear distinction between unit owner and Association responsibility cannot be
made. Moreover, such items frequently involve matters of concern relative to the general health, safety and welfare of all of the occupants of the building. Thus, certain costs which
appear to benefit a single unit owner but which affect other unit owners are declared a common expense, especially when the correct functioning of an activity or element is integral
to or supportive of the legally defined common elements and common expenses. The heating, cooling and ventilating system and components thereof serving more than one
Commercial Unit are an exception; the Association will provide maintenance of those portions of the system at the expense of the unit owners served.
Column V: Certain Other Components Under Unit Owner's Responsibility Without Respect to Ownership of the Component. The items in this column are not intended to
be exclusive and all-encompassing and do not affect responsibilities expressly provided for otherwise.
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Sample Maintenance and Allocation Chart
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Cost Allocation
Expense Allocations – Fixed or Variable
•
•

Detailed Analysis on Every Shared and Separate Use Area
Formulas for Allocating Expenses – Common Expenses and Limited Common Expenses
• Bases: (1) equal shares, (2) square footage (may vary by use), (3) assessed value, (4) land
area, (5) road frontage, (6) percentage of sales, (7) quantity of parking spaces used;
measured usage-metered, submetered or physical count (e.g., loading dock use) or a
combination of these bases
• Special Allocations – based on the user, certain uses, certain locations
• See Sample Allocation Chart above

•

Cost allocation must reflect economic reality: what can the owner (based on type of
use) afford to pay?
• Cost allocation must be fair and perceived as fair
• Some states have regulatory oversight to ensure fairness
Voting Control Typically Tied to Expense Liability
• Unfair to have those who pay less set the budget for those who pay more
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Pro Forma Budget
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•

Although not technically part of the project documents, consider tying dollar figures in the documents
to percentages of the annual budget so that they adjust with changes in the association’s costs

•

Prepare a Multiyear Feasibility Budget for phased developments to set expectations and
demonstrate that the projected assessments are realistic and will be sufficient

•

Detailed notes showing how the numbers were derived

•

Will always be inaccurate because absorption rates are hard to predict and development plans
change over time to meet the market: office or retail today may be residential tomorrow

•

Include an Initial Working Capital Budget to show how operations will be funded at inception and
where the funds will be spent

•

Include a Replacement Reserve Budget to satisfy agency requirements in a residential project and
to project assessments required for capital expenses

•

Consider including a current phase budget to show assessments if development stops short of
completion

•

A thoroughly documented budget reduces the risk of claims against the developer
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Programming and Activation of “Public” Space
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•

Importance to cities and master developers

•

Synergies – active space is an amenity for all—brings traffic for
commercial uses (retail, hotel, and office) and increases residential
values

•

Programming controlled by developer, association or commercial owners

•

Allocating costs for programming and activation of common space
•

On-site programming by association or owners

•

Off-site programming using common areas (e.g., adjacent theaters,
arenas)
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Insurance & Casualty
•

Important issues for a lender
•
•
•

•

Property insurance
•
•
•

•

Simplifies adjustment of losses
Assures adequate coverage—100% replacement cost or agreed amount

Insurance shortfall - options to consider: special assessments versus loans
•
•
•
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Who insures-master policy or owners’ policies
Named Insureds, Additional Named Insureds and Loss Payees
What coverages does the association and the owners need?

Advantages of the master policy:
•
•

•

Coverages
Loss Payee
Right to use proceeds to pay mortgage versus rebuild—do not allow it!

Mandatory rebuilding
Partial mandatory rebuilding
Repurchase rights
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Insurance & Casualty
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Basic principle: maximize insurance recovery by passing through claims
Require all owners to carry individual property and liability policies
Pass through liability where owner’s deductible is less than the master policy
deductible, but subject to limits (e.g., Maryland)
Allow use of blanket coverage – using large owner multi-location policies with allocated
coverage amount
Allocate the premiums according to the risk being insured—that is how the premiums
are calculated
Always need fidelity coverage, workers’ compensation and directors and officers liability
Consider garage keepers liability, business interruption, employee benefits,
employment practices liability, electronic data processing coverage, auto (owned),
medical premiums protection, cyber liability and data breach, flood, earthquake and
terrorism as applicable to the project
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Preliminary Matters
Evaluate physical arrangement and shared uses
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•

Parking

•

Pedestrian access

•

Utilities

•

Building systems

•

Life safety systems (fire suppression, fire escape)

•

Loading docks

•

Trash & recycling collection
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Preliminary Matters
•

•
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Special Concerns
• Exterior facade – where’s the leak?
• Equipment and utility rooms – fire control systems
• Roof, parking garage, loading dock, trash removal system
• Contiguous private roads and alleys
• Shared amenities
• Developer-owned amenities –golf course, marina
Determine plan for maintenance and operation
•
Utilities
•
Cleaning
•
Beautification (flowers, decorations, etc.)
•
Routine maintenance
•
Security
•
Repairs
•
Renovations and alterations
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Identify and Describe Project Components
Identify and describe all of the shared project components in a precise
manner to help ensure that all necessary easements are created and allocate
maintenance responsibility for each component.
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Identify Project Components
1.

COMMON AREAS
Property owned by association for the common use or benefit of more
than one unit

2.

SHARED USE AREAS
Property or facilities within one or more units for the common use or
benefit of more than one unit

3.

LIMITED COMMON AREAS
Property or facilities for the exclusive use or primary benefit of less than
all units
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Identify Project Components
1.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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POTENTIAL COMMON AREAS
Parking facilities (including subsurface garages underneath parcels)
Driveways or private roads
Loading docks
Trash & recycling facilities
Sidewalks and pedestrian thoroughfares
Signage
Stormwater runoff and drainage facilities
Skywalks
Management or security offices
Janitorial and maintenance facilities
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Identify Project Components
2.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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POTENTIAL SHARED USE AREAS
Life safety systems (fire suppression, fire escape)
Elevators, escalators and stairwells
Building systems
Building support/structure
Utility lines
Party walls
Foundation
Roof
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Identify Project Components
3.
•
•
•
•
•
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POTENTIAL LIMITED COMMON AREAS
Elevators that serve only upper floors
Utility pipes, lines and ducts that go through one unit to serve another
unit
Rooftop HVAC or antennae
Awnings, signage, balconies
Assigned parking
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Create Appropriate Easements or Use Rights
•
•
•
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Easements will depend upon design and intended uses
Describe with specificity the burdened and benefitted properties
Specify whether appurtenant (for the benefit of property, not a particular
owner) or in gross (for the benefit of a particular person; terminates when
person is no longer the property owner)
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Particular Easements
1.

CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
Provide an easement through another owner’s unit for the purpose of constructing
initial improvements, performing routine maintenance, repairing or reconstructing (after
a casualty) the initial improvements and, if appropriate, altering and renovating the
initial improvements.

2.

SUPPORT AND ENCROACHMENT
Provide an exclusive easement to attach improvements to or receive support from
another unit.
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Particular Easements
3.

LIMITED COMMON AREAS
Provide an easement for the purpose of installing, maintaining and using the item.

4.

ACCESS EASEMENTS FOR SHARED USE AREAS

5.

INTENDED USE
Easements over another’s property should generally be restricted to the intended use
of the item.

6.

VIEW EASEMENT
Exclusive or limited rights for sight, views, air and ventilation.
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Construction
1.

APPROVAL OF PLANS
If project components will be constructed by different owners, the design
of the different improvements will affect other parcels
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•

Is total architectural control appropriate?

•

Approval over only certain aspects of design?

•

Standards for disapproving

•

Approval not unreasonably withheld
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Construction
2.

COORDINATION AND COOPERATION
May need oversight where initial construction, reconstruction or
renovation of existing improvements will impact other units.
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•

May need to address hours of construction, staging and storage areas

•

Temporary access, facilities or utilities needed (i.e., cranes over other
property)
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Construction
3.

CONSTRUCTION STANDARDS
•

Design guidelines
o Setbacks
o Building envelopes
o Building heights
o Curb cut locations
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•

Good and workmanlike manner using quality materials

•

Good construction and engineering practices
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
1.
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PROHIBITED USES OR USES REQUIRING APPROVAL
•

Exclusivity/competition concerns

•

Quality of vendors – some debate about what “first class” means

•

Types of commercial uses – prohibit those not compatible with
residential

•

Limits on signs, sidewalk sales, etc.

•

Airspace development rights
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
2.

PREFERRED USE RIGHTS
•

Reserved or restricted parking (e.g., bank parking can be used by
restaurant at night)

•

Must have procedures to ensure handicapped spaces available for
disabled persons
o Reserve handicapped spaces only for disabled persons
o If selling/assigning handicapped spaces to non-disabled
persons, have clawback rights
o Provide valet parking
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
3.
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MAINTENANCE OBLIGATIONS
•

Generally each owner maintains its own private or exclusive area

•

Obligate someone to maintain common areas and shared use areas
(association)

•

Not all components need to be addressed the same
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
4.
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Allocate Shared Costs
•

Determine a method for allocating costs for shared components
among benefitted parties

•

Can be difficult to conceive of what may be fair to all at the outset

•

Build in as much flexibility as possible to change allocations or
add/subtract cost categories

•

Allocation should bear some relation to type of shared item, intensity
of use and benefit received
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
4.
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Allocate Shared Costs
•

Consider whether some uses should be charged less/subsidized by
other uses (e.g., nonprofits)

•

Consider whether some uses should be charged less because they
support or provide needed amenities to residents or retail customers
(food vendors, newsstand, convenience store)
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Affirmative and Negative Covenants
5.
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CASUALTY PROVISIONS
•

Obligation to rebuild for critical items

•

Circumstances under which owner does not have to rebuild

•

Time frame during which must be rebuilt

•

Clearing of premises
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Dispute Resolution
•

Expedited process for operational disputes (does not apply to collections
actions or document violations):
1.
2.
3.

•
•
•
•
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Negotiation
Mediation
Arbitration – binding if allowed by law - in some jurisdictions litigation
can be prohibited BUT not in all (e.g., Pennsylvania requires consent)

Mediator or arbitrator expert in the subject of the dispute—not always a lawyer
or judge—may be an mechanical or civil engineer or pet expert
Simple process—no discovery or other litigation rules
Limited right of appeal per state Uniform Arbitration Act
Remember the goal: acceptance and neighborliness—compliance and not
victory
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Examples of Complex
Mixed Use Projects
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Master Association and Subassociation
Single Tower
One Master Association

Roof—common element
The Jamieson Condominium
Residential for Sale Condos
Subassociation–unit

Westin Hotel–unit

Parking Garage—common element
assigned as limited common elements
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Vertical Airspace Parcels
•

How do you subdivide? Use a Basic Approach if you can
Lot 3

Lot 3

Lot 2
Residential
Condominium

Lot 2
Residential
Condominium

Lot 1-2 Hotels &
Parking Garage

Lot 1-2 Hotels &
Parking Garage

Lollipop Parcels for
vertical transportation
elements
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Ballston Metro Center – Rendering
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Ballston Metro Center – Ownership
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Ballston Metro Center – Street Level
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Ballston Metro Center – Garage Level
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Ballston Metro Center – First Floor
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Ballston Metro Center – First Floor
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Ballston Metro Center – Hotel & Office Floors
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Ballston Metro Center – Residential Floors
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Ballston Metro Center – Section
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Ballston Metro Center – Block Key
H

Denotes Hotel Parcel in Block 1, Denotes Hotel Entity in Blocks 2, 3 and 4

C

Denotes Condominium Parcel in Block 1, Denotes Condominium Entity in Blocks 2, 3 and 4

O

Denotes Office Parcel in Block 1, Denotes Office Entity in Blocks 2, 3 and 4

P

Does not appear in Block 1, Denotes Parking Entity in Blocks 2, 3 and 4

V

Denotes Virginia Electric and Power Company in Blocks 2, 3 and 4
Block 1: This block indicates which parcel the designated item(s) are in
Block 2: This block indicates which entity or entities are responsible for the cost of
the Upkeep of the designated item(s)
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1

2

4

3

Block 3: This block indicates which entity or entities have the right to use the
designated item(s)
Block 4: This block indicates which entity is responsible for the upkeep of the
designated items(s)
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Ballston Metro Center – Garage Plan
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Ballston Metro Center – Garage Plan
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Ballston Metro Center – Garage Plan
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Ballston Metro Center – First Floor Plan
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Ballston Metro Center – Office Floors 3 & 4
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Ballston Metro Center – Office Floors 7 – 10
Transitional Floor
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Ballston Metro Center – Office Roof Plan
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Ballston Metro Center – Condominium Floor 27
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Pentagon Center Existing Structures
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Pentagon Center Parcels
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Pentagon Center Parcel Map
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Lower Hill District Master Plan
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Lower Hill District Block Plan
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Lower Hill District
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Lower Hill District – Block F Plan – Condominium
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Lower Hill District – Block G Plan – Condominium
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Huntington Redevelopment – Master Plan Rendering
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Huntington Redevelopment – Existing Buildings
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Huntington Redevelopment Master Plan
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Huntington Redevelopment Master Plan
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Consider Current Trends
Make sure restrictions are adequate for current trends
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•

Electric vehicle charging stations

•

Drought-resistant landscaping & sprinkler systems

•

Solar panels

•

Modular and refabricated construction

•

Home-based businesses

•

Curbside management – Uber/Lyft pickup stations

•

Drones
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Drafting Considerations
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1.

Leverage of anchors is significant.

2.

Strike a balance between sufficient limitations/description of future
development to protect rights of pioneer developers without imposing
unworkable limitations.

3.

Make cost allocations fluid and easily amendable. Do a budget and work
backwards to create a methodology that the market will accept.

4.

Don’t allow residential to unduly restrict or control commercial operations
but give residential reasonable protections to allow peaceful enjoyment of
residences.

5.

Understand the relationship of the project components and uses.
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Drafting Considerations
6.

Maintain appropriate developer control.

7.

Flexibility, flexibility, flexibility – to deal with the unexpected.

8.

Draft exclusivity language narrowly to describe precisely the activity
protected (e.g., define “grocery store”).

9.

Make amendment provisions flexible and attainable.

10. Include termination provisions that allow for a variety of dispositions
(e.g., obsolescence, substantial damage or redevelopment)
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Reed Smith, LLP
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